Reading Record: A Fox
Lesson 18: L-Blends

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 420L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 75

Page

Text

3

The fox lives in the woods

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

or in a glen.

4

The fox lives in a den or
in a flat log.

5

It is like a dog, but it is
not a dog. Plus, it is not
a pet.

6

It has a fluffy tail. Many
foxes can be red.

7

The fox can run as fast
as a sled.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

8

The fox is not plump. It is

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

slim.

9

The fox eats ants, slugs,
frogs, plants, nuts, and

plums.
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (75 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 75 - total errors= ___ ÷ 75 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage tells
a. all about the fox.
b. how to ride a fox.
c. about four legged animals.
A fox can run as fast as a
a. sled.
b. bear.
c. turtle.
Where would you see a log?
a. outside
b. in the sky
c. in your shoe
What is one reason why a fox is not fat?
a. It is red.
b. It has fur.
c. It runs fast.
According to the passage, what is something a
fox eats?
a. ants
b. pet food
c. hot dogs
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Get to Bed, Fred
Lesson 19: R-Blends

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 290L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 135

Page

3

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“Get to bed, Fred,” said
his mom. Fred did not get
in his bed.

4

“Get to bed, Fred,” said
his dad. Fred did not get
in his bed.

5

“Get to bed, Fred,” said

Brad. Fred did not get in
his bed.

6

“You can have a frog
if you get to bed,” said
Mom. Fred said, “No.”

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

7

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“You can have a drum if
you get to bed,” said Dad.

Fred said, “No.”
“You can have a trot on
8

Clip-Clop if you get to
bed,” said Mom. Fred
said, “No.”

9

“Do not be a brat. Get
to bed,” said Brad. Fred
said, “No.”

“Will you get to bed for
10

Bill the Kid?” said Dad
with a grin. And then Fred
got in his crib.

11

“So THAT is what all of
this was about,” said
Mom to Brad.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Totals

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (135 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 135 - total errors= ___ ÷ 135 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

Why wouldn’t Fred get to bed?
a. He wanted a drum set.
b. He wanted a pony ride.
c. He wanted to be read to.
What is Fred’s brother’s name?
a. Jed
b. Brad
c. Hank
Choose the thing that can trot.
a. a pony
b. a racecar
c. an airplane
What is Clip-Clop?
a. a pony
b. a goldfish
c. a stuffed animal
What does this story tell us about Fred?
a. He talks a lot.
b. He likes books.
c. He will be a cop when he grows up.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Ants
Lesson 20: S-Blends

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 480L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 89

Page

Text

3

An ant is not a big bug. It

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

has six legs.

4

Ants can have nests in
logs, stumps, and in the
sand.

5

An ant will spend its day
getting small scraps and

crusts for the nest.

6

Many people do not like
ants. Red ants can be

pests.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text
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CSW

PTSW

MCW

E
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CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

When they get mad, they

snip at your skin. It then
gets red and stings.

It is best not to stand by
8

a red ant’s nest! So, if
you spot a red ant’s nest,
run fast.

9

You must sprint. Do not

stop!
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (89 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 89 - total errors= ___ ÷ 89 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is about
a. how to make an ant farm.
b. interesting facts about ants.
c. what to do if an ant bites you.
How many legs do ants have?
a. six
b. two
c. three
A pest makes you feel
a. happy
b. sleepy
c. bothered
Why is it not a good idea to stand by an
ant’s nest?
a. You could fall.
b. You could mess up their home.
c. The ants might get mad and bite you.
When would be a time to sprint?
a. in a race
b. while sitting in a car
c. while watching a movie
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Vocabulary

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Twins
Lesson 22: Two Extra Blends

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 410L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 120

Page
3

4

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Jan and Nan are twins.

One day, Jan and Nan’s
dad sent them to get
spuds.

5

Jan got a lot of spuds.
Nan sat on a log. Nan sat
and sat.

Then a big wind sent her
7

hat up, up, up. When the
wind quit, Nan’s hat was
up in a tree, stuck on a

twig.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E
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PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“Help!” said Nan. “My hat
8

is on a twig!” Jan ran to
help Nan.

“I can step on this stump
9

and twist the twig to get
the hat,” said Jan.

Jan got on the stump.
10

Twist, twist went the
twig. Jan got the hat.

Jan said, “I got your hat.
11

Now you get the spuds,
and I will sit on a log and
rest.”

Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (120 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 120 - total errors= ___ ÷ 120 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

The main problem in the story is
a. Jan is a twin.
b. Nan’s hat got stuck in a tree.
c. Jan and Nan could not find any spuds.
Jan and Nan’s dad sent them to get some
a. milk.
b. rocks.
c. spuds.
The word spud is another name for
a. milk.
b. a potato.
c. a loaf of bread.
Which twin is NOT lazy?
a. Jan
b. Nan
How did Nan get her hat?
a. The wind blew it back down.
b. Jan climbed on a stump and got the hat.
c. Dad climbed the tree and handed it to her.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Class Pets

Lesson 23: Double S, F, and Z and Plurals
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 500L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 142

Page

3

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“Miss Moss, can we get a
pet?” said the kids in her

class.

4

“What will be the best

class pet?” said Miss
Moss.
“A pig that will sit in the

5

mud,” said Tess.
“Bees that will buzz,”
said Tom.

“A snake that will hiss,”
6

said Cliff.
“A cow that will not get

off the grass,” said Jed.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“Hens with a lot of fluff,”
7

said Bess.
“Ducks with fuzz,” said
Nan.

“A cat that will let us
8

dress her up” said Jan.
“A dog we can toss sticks
and other stuff to,” said
Brad.

9

“A frog from the pond,”
said Spiff, with a hop.

“These are not bad,” said
10

Miss Moss. “But I have
other pets that are less
of a mess. They can be
lots of fun.”

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text
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PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“You do?” said Tom, Jan,
11

and Jess.
“Yes,” Miss Moss said
with a big grin.

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (142 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 142 - total errors= ___ ÷ 142 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This is about
a. a class that wants a pet.
b. a teacher who does not like pets.
c. a cow that will not get off of the grass.
Why did Jan want a cat for a class pet?
a. So they could pet it at recess
b. So they could put clothes on it and
dress it up
c. So it would get rid of the mice in the
classroom
Choose the thing that could be tossed?
a. an elephant
b. a school bus
c. a soccer ball
After reading this story, what do you know
about Miss Moss?
a. She has a pet dog.
b. She likes her class.
c. She is a mean teacher.
Which pet is NOT mentioned in the story?
a. a pig
b. a hen
c. a fish
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Bill and the Strong Smell
Lesson 25: Special Vowel Combinations

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 420L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 146

Page

3

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Bill sat on a small stump
next to his tent. He had a

long drink from his flask.
“I will like it here,” said
4

Bill. “The cows will like it
here, too. They can drink
from the spring. They will
like all of the grass.”

Bill began to dig a well.
5

He could smell a strong

smell. “What stinks?” he
said.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

6

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

He could tell by the clang
of a cow bell that a skunk
was by the cows.

Bill went to the top of the
7

hill to look for the skunk.
The skunk was not there.
But the skunk’s smell
was still strong.

8

Bill could tell the cows did
not like the bad smell.

“Well, I still like it here,”
9

said Bill.
A strong smell from time
to time is not so bad.”

10

Then Bill sang a song as
he went back to dig his

well.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Totals

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (146 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 146 - total errors= ___ ÷ 146 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

The main problem in this story is
a. Bill did not have a well.
b. a skunk got near the cows
c. Bill could not find a good place to live.
What else, besides the bad smell, let Bill know
a skunk was near the cows?
a. He heard a cow bell.
b. His neighbor told him.
c. He saw the skunk with the cows.
If something clangs, it
a. makes noise.
b. breaks in half.
c. whispers softly.
Did Bill catch the skunk?
a. Yes
b. No
Choose the thing that stinks.
a. candy
b. rotten eggs
c. clean clothes
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Vocabulary

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Hens

Lesson 27: Voiced and Voiceless and the TH Digraphs
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 460L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 127

Page

3

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Do you think you like
eggs? If you do, then

thank a hen.

4

There are more hens
than there are moms,
dads, and kids.

5

Hens like to dwell with
other hens. Hens like to
make nests.

Hens make nests with
6

thin twigs. Hens make
nests with grass and
mud.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

6

Text

E
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PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Some of them use bits of

cloth. The nests are for
eggs.

Hens do not just sit on
7

the eggs. Hens roll the
eggs in the nest. This
helps the eggs.

8

Each hen can lay one egg
in a day. If you do the

math, that is a lot of eggs!
Big hens make big eggs.

The shells are thin. Small
9

hens make small eggs.

The shells are not thin.
Some hens make eggs

that have pink shells.
Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (127 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 127 - total errors= ___ ÷ 127 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is mostly about
a. hens.
b. eggs.
c. nests.
What do hens use to make their nests?
a. toothpicks
b. plaster, cement, and bricks
c. twigs, grass, mud, and bits of cloth
Where would a bear dwell?
a. in a den
b. in a pond
c. in a tunnel
How many eggs could a hen lay in one week?
a. one (1)
b. seven (7)
c. one hundred (100)
Which is true about hens?
a. They like to live alone.
b. Hens lay 10 eggs a day.
c. Hens roll the eggs around in their nest.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Beth and Josh

Lesson 28: Digraphs CH, SH, WH, and PH
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 460L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 148

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Beth and Josh lived in
Red Rock Gulch. There
3

was a fish pond next to
the gulch. Josh would

catch fresh fish with a
mesh net.

4

Then he would bring the

fish to Beth. Beth would
fix a dish of fish for Josh.

One day, Beth began to
7

make a fish dish. Then a
big whip of wind hit Red
Rock Gulch. Clash! Flash!

Crash!
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

A tree trunk fell on the
7

path. It smashed their

bench. It was such a
mess!

“I wish I did not have
8

to go out in the chill. But
I must chop that trunk.
Then we can get to the
pond.”

Josh got his ax. He went
9

out to chop the tree
trunk. Chop, chop, chop!
went Josh’s ax.

Josh came in from the
10

chill. Beth had the hot
fish dish for him. “Thank
you so much for the fish,
Beth,” said Josh.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Totals

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (148 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 148 - total errors= ___ ÷ 148 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers

1

2

3

4

5

What caused such a problem with Beth and
Josh?
a. a coyote
b. a big wind
c. a big snowstorm
During the big wind, a big tree blew across the
path to the pond. What else happened when the
tree fell?
a. A window broke.
b. A fish got trapped.
c. A bench was smashed.
Which is an example of something that was
chilled?
a. crayons that were left in the sun
b. a pie that just came out of the oven
c. a water bottle that has been in a bucket
of ice
Why was it important for Josh to be able to get
to the pond?
a. because the grocery store was closed
b. because fishing was his favorite hobby
c. because Beth and Josh needed to have
fish to eat
From this story, you can tell that Beth and Josh
a. are lazy.
b. like fish.
c. like cereal.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Pirate Flags
Lesson 32: Phonetic Skill 1

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 390L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 135
Page

3

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

There was a time when
pirate ships had a lot of

flags.

4

They had a white flag.
They had a red flag. And
they had a black flag.

Pirates used a white flag
5

to tell people to stop their

ship. The pirates would
get on the ship. Then they
would rob the people.

6

Pirates used a black flag
when they were mad.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Things got bad when
6

pirates were mad. The
pirates could make the

ship theirs.

The people would do
what the pirates said. If
7

they did not, the pirates
would drop them in the
water. They would have
to swim for a long time.

When pirates used a red
flag, things were very bad.
8

They would not just rob
the people. The pirates
could kill them. That is as

bad as it can be!

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Totals

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (135 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 135 - total errors= ___ ÷ 135 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

This story is about
a. pirate flags.
b. pirate ships.
c. famous pirates.

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Point to the flag that told people that the
pirates would kill them if they caught them.
a.

b.

Detail/Literal

c.

3

4

5

Pirates would often rob other ships. The word
rob means to
a. fix something that is broken.
b. move a boat by using an oar.
c. take something without permission.
When people saw a pirate flag on a ship, they
probably felt
a. lucky.
b. afraid.
c. excited.
Common colors for pirate flags were
a. white, black, and red.
b. white, green, and black.
c. purple, pink, and orange.
Total

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Lost Map
Lesson 33: Phonetic Skill 2

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 450L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 134
Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Black Jack sat on the
3

bench by the ship’s mast.
He was so sad! He could
not think of where he left
the map.

4

Was it at the back of the
ship or next to the loft?

It could be on the deck,
5

by the hatch. There were
a number of spots where
it could be.

6

The map would tell him
how to get to his chest of
gold!
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

6

He must get the map so

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

he can get his gold.

7

Just then, Black Jack got
a whiff of fish.

8

It was the cod, bits of
crab, and a bunch of clam
shells left from his lunch.

9

“What a bad smell!” he
said.

“That is it! I bet I left the
10

map next to the crab pot.”
Black Jack ran fast to the
crab pot.

Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (134 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 134 - total errors= ___ ÷ 134 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

What was Black Jack’s problem?
a. He couldn’t find his parrot.
b. He ate too much for lunch.
c. He forgot where he put his map.
Where did Black Jack find his map?
a. on land
b. on the deck
c. next to the crab pot
A whiff is a
a. ship.
b. plate.
c. smell.
What is one possible reason why Black Jack
left his map near the crab pot?
a. Because he hates fish
b. Because he thought it was a good hiding
place
c. Because he was busy eating and forgot
about his map
What did Black Jack have for lunch?
a. a sandwich
b. cod, crab, and clams
c. fish soup, bread, and oranges
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Mack and the Pirate King
Lesson 35: Spelling with -CK

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 430L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 119

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Brock had a lot of toy
3

ducks. His ducks were
not in a sack. They were
not on a rack. They sat
on the back of the tub.

Each day at six o’clock,

Brock had a bath. He
4

would make his toy ducks
splash in the water. Then,
he would pick one to be
King of the Tub.

5

Jack was Brock’s best
duck.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

5

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

He was a pirate duck, and
he was King of the Tub all
of the time.

6

Mack was Brock’s dog,
and he felt left out.

Brock had to click the
lock when it was tub
7

time. If he did not, Mack
would get in and splash
with the toy ducks.

He

would make a big mess.
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (119 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 119 - total errors= ___ ÷ 119 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This story is about
a. a boy who meets a pirate king.
b. a dog that plays with a toy duck.
c. a king who wants to become a pirate.
What was the name of Brock’s duck?
a. Jack
b. Rick
c. Mack
Brock picked one duck to be King of the Tub.
What is another word for pick?
a. find
b. create
c. choose
Which thing would hold the largest amount of
water?
a. a cup
b. a balloon
c. a bathtub
What was Brock’s main problem in the story?
a. He could not find Jack.
b. He had too many ducks.
c. His dog did not have water to drink.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Main Idea/Event

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Skipping Fish

Lesson 37: Adding Suffixes to Phonetic Skills 1 and 2
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 530L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 153
Page

Text

Mudskippers

E

are

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

fish.

They can swim in water
or skip on land. They use
3

their fins for swimming.
They swim when they
are spending time in the
water. But mudskippers
spend most of their time
on land.

Mudskippers go faster on
land. By standing on their
4

strongest fins, they can
hop on the sand. It looks
like they are skipping or

hopping.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

But mudskippers go the
4

fastest on top of the
water. They are quicker
at skimming on water
than other fish.

Mudskippers
7

must

be

dripping wet all of the
time. If they are not, they
will get sicker than sick.

If you go by the water,
you can see mudskippers
8

digging. They dig in the
softest and wettest sand.
This is so their eggs can
be planted.

11

The eggs will hatch into
small mudskippers.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E
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CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

When the mudskippers
11

get

bigger,

they

can

skip on water. They can
skip just like the biggest
mudskippers.

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (153 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 153 - total errors= ___ ÷ 153 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is about
a. the biggest fish in the ocean.
b. a fish that can swim in water and skip on
land.
c. many kinds of fish that can live on land
and water.
Where does the mudskipper spend most of its
time?
a. on land
b. in water
c. Mudskippers spend the same amount of
time on land and in water.
Which is the fastest?
a. a car
b. a lawn mower
c. a mountain bike
Would the desert be a safe place for the
mudskipper to live?
a. Yes
b. No
When mudskippers move on the sand, they
look like they are
a. skipping.
b. running.
c. crawling.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Youngest Pirate
Lesson 38: Three Sounds of -ED

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 530L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 125

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

On November 9, 1716,
John King and his mom
were on a ship. Many
other people were also
3

on the ship. A pirate

called Black Sam and
his men jumped onto the
ship. The pirates robbed
the ship. They robbed the
ship for many days.

Each day John asked
4

Black Sam and his men
if he could be a pirate.
Each day they told him
that he could not.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

But John never stopped
4

asking. At last, Black Sam
said he could be a pirate
if his mom said he could.

John’s mom must have
said no many times. But
he begged. At last, his
5

mom said yes. She must
have

kissed

him

and

wished him luck as he left
with Black Sam and his
men.
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (125 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 125 - total errors= ___ ÷ 125 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage was mostly about
a. a big storm.
b. Black Sam and his men.
c. the youngest pirate who ever lived.
How many pirates survived the storm?
a. two
b. 10
c. 144
Which word is most like the word beg?
a. tell
b. hint
c. plead
How did John King die?
a. He was killed in a big storm.
b. He died because he was old.
c. He was killed in a fight with other pirates.
About how much time went by before Black
Sam’s ship was found?
a. one year
b. over 200 years
c. Black Sam’s ship was never found.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Chest of Gold
Lesson 40: Vowel Families O and I

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 450L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 114
Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

There was an old troll
3

with a chest full of gold.
He kept it in a stump, or
so I am told.

One time, the stump got
4

struck by a bolt.
And the chest of gold fell
out with a jolt.

A child strolled by and
5

yelled, “What a find!”
“This gold will get us out
of a bind.”

6

He ran the chest of gold
to his shack,
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

6

And set it down with a

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

big, bold WHACK!

7

“Mom!” he called. “Come
see what I’ve got!”

9

His

mom

came

out

holding an old, cracked
pot.

She looked at the gold.
11

She said, “What a find!”
“Now we can move and
get out of this bind!”

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (114 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 114 - total errors= ___ ÷ 114 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This poem is about
a. an old troll and his family.
b. a poor boy who finds a chest of gold
c. a rich pirate who hides a chest of gold
Where did the old troll keep his gold?
a. in the bank
b. under his bed
c. in a stump
If you are struck by something, you are
a. hit.
b. older.
c. tickled.
Now that they have gold, what is something
that could happen to the boy and his mom?
a. They will always be hungry
b. They can move out of the shack
c. The mom will cook with a cracked pot
Which word describes the boy in the story?
a. sad
b. slow
c. lucky
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: All About Oil
Lesson 42: Phonetic Skill 3

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 480L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 138

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

What can oil be used
3

for? We use oil for many
things. Oil can make cars
and trucks go.

We need oil to make
4

things

out

of

plastic.

We need oil to heat our
homes and schools.

Where do we get oil?
5

Oil comes from rocks.
Some oil is under the
water in the ocean.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

How do we get oil from
under the water?
6

People drill oil wells in
the ocean so oil can go
from a long pipe to a big
ship.

What is an oil spill?
7

Now and then, oil can
spill into the water. The
black oil in the water can
be bad for fish.

Oil is bad for birds, too.
The oil makes the birds
8

look all black. People
have to scrub the oil off
of the birds so they do
not get sick.

Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (138 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 138 - total errors= ___ ÷ 138 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage
a. tells how to take care of cars.
b. tells how to make plastic from oil.
c. answers some questions about oil.
Where does oil come from?
a. cars
b. under the ground
c. the store
Besides oil, what is something else that can
spill?
a. milk
b. an eagle
c. a mountain
What is one thing that could happen if we run
out of oil?
a. Food will not grow.
b. The sun will stop shining.
c. Farmers would not be able to deliver food
to grocery stores.
What is one way that will NOT help to save oil?
a. Walk to school.
b. Use paper bags instead of plastic.
c. Use really hot water to take a bath.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Whales
Lesson 43: Phonetic Skill 4

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 480L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 138

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Did you know the biggest
is

animal
3

the

whale?

Some people think the

whale is a fish. But it is
not. It is a mammal.

Many whales swim in
both

cold

and

warm

water. But most of the
5

time, they swim in cold
water.

Whales like to eat fish.
They like brine shrimp
the best.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

There are many kinds of
6

whales. Some are big,
while others are small.
This is one whale that is

white!

8

The next time you are on
a ship, you could look for
a whale!

Look down in the water
for a big, black spot.
9

When whales swim close
to the top of the water,
they make waves. So, you
could look for a wave.

If a whale comes close
10

to the ship, you will see
a small hole on top of the

whale.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Totals

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (138 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 138 - total errors= ___ ÷ 138 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is about
a. different types of mammals.
b. the biggest animal in the ocean.
c. the difference between fish and
mammals.
True or false: Whales are fish.
a. True
b. False
When would you like to feel a mist of water?
a. in an igloo
b. on a hot day
c. right before you get your picture taken
Which object could be about the same size as
a whale?
a. a table
b. a pencil
c. a school bus
Which one is the biggest animal?
a. whales
b. giraffes
c. elephants
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: A Blaze on a Ship
Lesson 45: Spelling with -KE

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 360L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 138

Page

Text

One
3

day

Jake

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

was

mopping the deck of
the ship. He saw smoke
coming from the aft.

He ran down the hatch to

wake up Mike to go with
5

him to see what they
could do about it.
When they got to the aft,
there was a small blaze
on the ship frame.

6

“Don’t poke the flame
with that stake,” yelled

Mike.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text
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E
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CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“I know what to do. Take
this big pot. Get some
6

water. Water will make
the blaze go out. Go fast!
I don’t want to choke on
this smoke!”

Jake ran to the side of
the ship. He dipped the
pot into the water. Then
9

he dragged it up to the
rim of the ship.
He did not stop to rest
at all. He dashed to help

Mike. He was holding the
pot full of water.
Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (138 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 138 - total errors= ___ ÷ 138 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

What is the problem in this story?
a. Jake and Mike were lost.
b. Mike would not wake up.
c. There was a fire on Mike’s boat.
What did Jake and Mike see on the frame of
the ship?
a. a whale
b. a bad pirate
c. a small blaze
Who could you call for help if you see a blaze?
a. a baby
b. a firefighter
c. your pet dog
What was Mike doing when Jake saw the
smoke? He was
a. fishing.
b. sleeping.
c. taking a bath.
Why did Mike say that Jake was a fine mate?
a. Jake let Mike sleep in.
b. Jake was a good cook.
c. Jake kept the ship from going up in
smoke.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Prince Gene

Lesson 47: Another Sound for C and G
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 410L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 146
Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Prince Gene sat on the
edge of the cliff. He
looked out at the water.
3

He wished that he could
be on the huge, black
ship.
He shut his eyes and
propped his back next to
a rock.

He felt a wind brush by
5

his face. There was a
soft sound close by. He
sat up and glanced to his
left. He was shocked!

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Drifting next to him was
6

a ghost with a kind face!
She was dressed in white

lace and had a nice smile.

7

“My name is Grace. Why
do you look so sad,

Prince Gene?” she asked.
“I do not want to be in
this place,” he said.
“My dad is the king. But
8

my wish is to live on a
ship. I would give up all
of my gems just for a

chance!”
He looked at the water
with a sad face.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Totals
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CSW

PTSW

MCW
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Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (146 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 146 - total errors= ___ ÷ 146 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

Prince Gene wished he could
a. be the king.
b. ride a whale.
c. be on a huge, black ship.
What did Gene have to do to get his wish?
a. blink twice
b. jump in the water
c. give up all of his gems
Which one means the opposite of the word
glance?
a. peek
b. stare
c. brief look
After reading this story, what is probably true
about Gene?
a. He lives in a castle.
b. He was born on a pirate ship.
c. He is not happy about mopping the deck
on the ship.
What was Gene willing to give for a chance to
live on the ship?
a. his pony
b. all of his gems
c. all of the gold in the land
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential
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___/5
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SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: A Close Call

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to Phonetic Skills 3 and 4
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 450L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 153

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

One hot day, Dad and I
went fishing on his little
boat. We were hoping to
3

catch a bunch of fish. Not
many fish were biting. I
was whining about the
heat when we saw a big
ship.

It was gliding on the
water. It was getting
4

closer and closer. The
big ship had a striking
black flag. The flag had a
skull and crossbones on
it.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

There
4

were

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

smoking

guns poking out of the
side of the ship. It looked
like a pirate ship.

I looked at my dad. He
5

was so shocked that he
was not making a sound.
I looked at the ship.

I could see many men
6

sliding

around.

They

were wiping the deck
with mops. The men had
on striped red pants.

“Yo ho, mates! Did you
7

see a big whale swim
by?” asked a man with a
big, black, sloped hat and
a patch over his eye.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (153 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 153 - total errors= ___ ÷ 153 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

The girl and her dad had a close call with
a. pirates.
b. a whale.
c. a little fish.
What was the man on the big ship wearing?
a. a warm coat
b. a black dress
c. a sloped hat and an eye patch
Which thing is NOT sloped?
a. a bookcase
b. the side of a mountain
c. a seesaw with only one person on it
Why didn’t the pirates steal the little boat?
a. They were busy cleaning their ship.
b. They wanted to take a nap instead.
c. They didn’t have time if they were going
to try to catch the whale.
Why was Dad shocked when he saw the
big ship?
a. The ship was so big.
b. He thought it was a whale.
c. He wasn’t expecting to see a pirate ship.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential
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___/5
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SC = Self Correct
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MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Parts of a Ship
Lesson 50: Phonetic Skill 5

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: NP (Non-Prose)
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 108

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Deck: the place on a ship
where people stroll, read,

eat, or look at the sea

Hold: the place to keep
3

things under the deck

Hatch: a door on the
deck. It is where people

load things into the hold.
It needs to be shut when
it rains, or things will get
soaked.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Hull: the main frame of
the ship. It helps the ship

float. It would be a bad
place to see a leak.

Keel: the very base of the
5

ship

Bilge: the place where the
water will go if it does
not drain out of the ship.

Aft: the rear, tail, or back
of the ship
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (108 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 108 - total errors= ___ ÷ 108 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is about
a. the different parts of a ship.
b. what to do on the deck of a ship.
c. people who get sick when they are on a
ship.
When water does not drain out of the ship, it
drains into the
a. bilge.
b. sick bay.
c. captain’s seat.
Where would you see a rail that is NOT on a
ship?
a. on your pillow
b. in a mud puddle
c. going up a flight of stairs
During a storm, where could you stay the
driest?
a. in the hold
b. on the deck
c. on top of a pole
In this passage, what is a cleat?
a. part of a shoe used to play soccer
b. the sound a baby cow makes when it is
scared
c. a rail on the side of a boat that is used to
tie or hold rope
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Sage the Pirate
Lesson 52: Spelling with -K

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 460L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 127

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“I am going to be a
3

pirate,” said Sage. Her
mom said, “I think you
are too nice to be a
pirate. Pirates are mean.”

4

Her dad said, “You are
too weak to be a pirate.
Pirates are strong.”

Ben said, “No way! You
5

like pink things. Pirates
like black. Plus, you do
not

stink.

All

pirates

stink.”

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

But Sage had a plan. She

drank a glass of milk and
6

got her black, silk cloak.
Then she snuck onto a
pirate ship in a big oak
trunk.

After a long time, Sage
7

lifted the lid of the trunk
to peek out. The pirates
were sneaking onto a big
ship.

As fast as a blink, Sage
8

jumped out of the trunk.
“Now I will be a real
pirate!”

Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (127 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 127 - total errors= ___ ÷ 127 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

In the story, Sage
a. smelled really bad.
b. decided to be a nice pirate.
c. did not want to be a pirate anymore.
Who told Sage that pirates liked the color
black?
a. Ben
b. Her dad
c. Her mom
What is something that reeks?
a. a computer
b. a paper clip
c. a poopy diaper
Why did Sage drink all of her milk?
a. She was thirsty.
b. Her mom made her.
c. She wanted to be strong.
Which thing is most like a cloak?
a. a cape
b. a fur coat
c. a swimming suit
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Vocabulary

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Brine Shrimp
Lesson 53: Digraph Blends

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 620L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 133

Page

3

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

A brine shrimp is a small
fish. It looks like a shrimp
that has shrunk.

The brine shrimp hatches
5

from a very small egg.
It has a long, thin body.
It also has lots of thin
legs.

6

Brine shrimp thrive in salt
water. Many kinds of fish
like to eat brine shrimp.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Birds like brine shrimp,
7

too. They can eat a

throng of brine shrimp at
once.

You can get brine shrimp
eggs at a pet shop. You
9

can raise them in a tank
filled with salt water. In
just two or three hours,
the eggs will hatch.

10

Brine shrimp eat weeds
from the sea. You can get
the weeds at a pet shop.

Ask the people at the pet
11

shop about brine shrimp.
They will tell you that
brine shrimp are fun!

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Totals

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM (133 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate 133 - total errors= ___ ÷ 133 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

The main topic of this passage is
a. the Great Salt Lake.
b. things you can buy at a pet store.
c. a type of fish that lives in salt water.
Which one describes how brine shrimp look?
a. They are as big as a whale.
b. They look like shrimp that have shrunk.
c. They are really furry and have big claws.
Choose the item that has been shrunk.
a. a growing child
b. a balloon that is full of air
c. a sweater that got smaller in the wash
Which place would NOT be a good place for
brine shrimp to live?
a. the sea
b. a mud puddle
c. a salt water pond
What do brine shrimp eat?
a. They eat mud.
b. They eat other fish.
c. They eat weeds from the sea.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Old Will Kidd

Lesson 55: Adding Suffixes to Phonetic Skill 5
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 470L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 151
Page

3

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Yo ho! Have you seen Old
Will Kidd creeping and

sneaking around?

4

We are seeking for the

fleeing,

stealing,

and

boasting pirate.
He was last seen leaping
from a boat painted blue
and black.
5

The

boat

seemed

to

be leaking. It had just

rained. So you could
see Will floating in the

foaming sea!

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

He has a black patch
over his left eye. Three of
7

his teeth are missing. His
other teeth are rotting
and stained. They have
not been cleaned for a
long time.

Mr. Kidd has a deep cut
on his left cheek. He has
a deeper cut on his left
hand that is healing.
8

His

tweed

striped.

pants

They

are
need

mending.
He has a black hat. It has
a gleaming white skull
and crossbones on it.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E
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CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

If you are reading this,
11

be

on

the

look-out

for Old Will. He is the

meanest man that has
ever breathed!
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (151 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 151 - total errors= ___ ÷ 151 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

The purpose of this poster is
a. to tell a story about Old Will Kidd.
b. to help find Old Will Kidd.
c. to tell people about something that is for
sale.
How many teeth is Will missing?
a. three
b. five
c. all of them
Which word means the opposite of the word
gleam?
a. shiny
b. sparkling
c. dull
What will most likely happen to Old Will Kidd if
he is found?
a. He will go to jail.
b. They will throw a party for him.
c. They will return him to his mother.
Which of the following would you flee from?
a. school
b. your own birthday party
c. a stranger who is offering you candy
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Vocabulary

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Pirate Ghost
Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, IGHT

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 420L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 178

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

One night, Rod and Steve
3

were strolling to their
homes by the sea. They
spotted a ship. It had
drifted up onto the rocks.

The bright light of the full
moon made it clear that
the old ship had been at
sea for many years. It
5

was tilting to the right.
It bobbed up and down
as high waves made the
ship hit the rough rocks.
The sails were missing
or ripped.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word

© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Page

Text

5

There were also cracks

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

in the ship’s frame.

“Let’s go in!” said Rod.
6

“There might be gold on
the ship!” “What if there
is a pirate ghost on the
ship?” asked Steve.

“We are tough. We can

fight a pirate ghost. But I
7

don’t think there is such
a thing,” said Rod.
“Fine,” said Steve with
a sigh. “Let’s go on the
ship.”

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

When they got on the
ship, Rod went to the left.
Steve went to the right.
8

“Yell for me if you find
any gold!” said Steve.
“Yell for me if you find
any ghosts waiting for
a fight!” said Rod with a

laugh.
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (178 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 178 - total errors= ___ ÷ 178 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

Which of the following was most important to
the story?
a. They did not find gold.
b. The ship’s sails were ripped.
c. Rod said he did not believe in ghosts.
What was the pirate ghost wearing?
a. all black clothing
b. a long, white robe
c. a pirate hat, an eye patch, and weeds
from the sea
What would NOT cause someone to turn pale?
a. sleeping
b. getting sick
c. unexpectedly seeing something scary
Which of the following was true by the end of
the story?
a. The ghost was scared.
b. They both thought it was funny.
c. Rod was mad at Steve for tricking him.
What was true about Rod when he first saw
Steve pretending to be a ghost?
a. He was afraid.
b. He knew it was Steve.
c. He thought it was funny.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Red-Eyed Tree Frog
Lesson 59: Many Jobs of Y

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 570L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 142

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

You may say that all frogs
are green with black eyes.
3

That is a myth. There is
one type of frog that has
a style of its own. It is a
red-eyed tree frog.

Do not try to find this
frog in your back yard.
Do not try to find this
4

frog in a dry place. This
frog lives in the rain
forest. It is green. But it
has bright, red eyes and
red toes.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E
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CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

It blends in well with
4

leaves on trees. You might
not spy these small frogs
even if you are standing
right by one!

The red-eyed tree frog
can stick to branches.

You will not see one fly
6

from a tree. The key is
the small cups on its
toes. The cups are so
strong! It is hard to pry a
red-eyed tree frog off of
the tree.

Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (142 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 142 - total errors= ___ ÷ 142 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is about a frog that
a. can fly.
b. sleeps at night.
c. lives in the rainforest.
How does the red-eyed tree frog stay in trees?
a. It does not stay in trees.
b. A nest helps it to stay in the tree.
c. With small cups on its toes that stick to
the branch.
What is a myth?
a. Something that is definitely true.
b. A creature that lives with unicorns.
c. Something that most people believe is
true even though it may not be true.
Would you be likely to find a red-eyed tree frog
in a mud puddle on your street?
a. Yes
b. No
Which person in the following might seem
shocked?
a. a sleeping baby
b. a man who just won a million dollars
c. a boy watching a movie he has seen 13
times
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Vocabulary

___/5
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: A Trip to Egypt
Lesson 61: Decoding Skill 1

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 590L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 166

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Levi and Elaine went on
a trip to Egypt. Before
they left, they packed
3

their bags. They packed
clothes and a first aid kit.
They packed pills in case
they got sick.
They also packed things
to read.

The flight to Egypt was
4

very long. To pass the
time, they napped and
read. They even got to
see a show on the plane.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

5

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

After they landed, an old
man named Simon picked
them up in a green jeep.

The hot sun was shining.
They drove over a lot of
6

sand and hills to a big,

cement hotel. Along the
way, there were many

locusts hopping on the
sand.

When they got to the

hotel,
7

they

unpacked

their bags and had a nap.

Levi and Elaine decided it
was wise to rest before
sightseeing.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E
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CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

The next day, Levi and

Elaine wanted to see a
8

shrine. They asked Simon
to drive them to see King
Tut’s grave site. It was a

delight to see King Tut’s
gold mask.
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (166 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 166 - total errors= ___ ÷ 166 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers

1

2

3

4

5

This story is about
a. a vacation.
b. how to travel safely.
c. where you should go if you visit Egypt.
The hotel that Levi and Elaine stayed in was
made of
a. sand.
b. twigs.
c. cement.
Where would a person most likely go
sightseeing?
a. in a movie theater
b. in their own house
c. in a place that someone is visiting for the
first time
When Elaine and Levi got home from their trip,
they were probably
a. mad.
b. confused.
c. tired, but happy.
Which is one of the things that Simon showed
Levi and Elaine?
a. Disneyland
b. King Tut’s grave site
c. The Tower of London
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Zebra
Lesson 62: The Schwa

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 560L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 133

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

The zebra is a white3

and- black-striped horse.
It lives on the grasslands
of Africa.

No

two

zebras

have

stripes that are alike. The
4

stripes help them hide in
the brush. They hide from
big cats. They hide from

other big animals that
would eat them.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E
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CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Zebras do not live alone.
5

They roam along the
open grasslands in big
herds.

The

total

number

of

males and females in a
herd are not equal. There
is just one adult male
and many females. Even
6

though the male looks
after the herd, the oldest
female decides where the
herd will roam. She also

decides where the herd
will eat. The other zebras
always agree with her.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E
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PTSW
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Challenge
Words

Zebras graze on grass
7

and leaves. They also
graze on peelings from
trees.

They

stay

by

watering holes to drink.
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (133 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 133 - total errors= ___ ÷ 133 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage tells about
a. a wild animal that lives in Africa.
b. things to do on an African safari.
c. many kinds of animals that you can see
at the zoo.
How do zebras greet each other?
a. With a high five.
b. They touch noses.
c. By sniffing each other.
Which thing is NOT wild?
a. a tall building
b. an untamed horse
c. a lion in the wilderness
What is most likely true about zebras?
a. They don’t like other zebras.
b. They could not live with penguins.
c. People think zebras look like elephants.
What is a possible reason for a zebra to stand
next to a wall painted with black and white
stripes?
a. It wants to show off.
b. To pose for a picture.
c. It is used to standing next to other
zebras.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Lazy Lucy
Lesson 64: The Last Job of Y

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 620L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 170

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

When Lucy was six years
3

old, her daily chore was
to tidy the hut. Now and
then, she was lazy and
did not do her duty.

When Lucy was lazy, her
mother would say, “Lucy,
4

the last man to get to the
water drinks mud.”

Lucy did not know what
that could mean.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

So, she would just look
4

at her tiny baby sister

Daisy and say with a
smile, “That is crazy.”

One day, Lucy’s mom
came to her and said,
“Lucy, you are ten years
7

old now. We can rely on
you daily to get water
for the family. You must
be on time. There will be
many other people there
who need water, too.”

The first day was not

easy.
8

Lucy

woke

up

before the sun rose. She
looked at Daisy sleeping
in her bed. “I envy her,”
said Lucy.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E
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Challenge
Words

“She gets to sleep. The
watering hole is so far
8

away, and I am so tired.
I will get water after
school.” So, Lucy went
back to sleep.

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (170 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 170 - total errors= ___ ÷ 170 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

What was the problem in this story?
a. There was a hole in the bucket.
b. Lucy lived too far away from the watering
hole.
c. Lucy’s family didn’t have clean water
because she was lazy.
When did Lucy get to the watering hole?
a. after school
b. at lunch time
c. on Wednesday
Who is greedy?
a. someone who feeds homeless people
b. someone who won’t share their crayons
c. someone who helps clean up after a
friend’s party
Did Lucy feel bad about not getting to the
watering hole?
a. Yes
b. No
In the story, why did Lucy envy Daisy?
a. Because Daisy got to sleep in
b. Because Daisy was a tiny baby
c. Because Lucy wanted to be named Daisy
Total
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Reading Record: The Hyrax
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Lexile©: 490L
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E
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PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

This animal has a funny
name. It is called a
hyrax. The hyrax is a
chubby animal. You can
find it in Africa. It is a
3

land mammal. When you
first look at it, you might
think it is a jumbo-sized
rodent. But it is not.
The hyrax is the size of
a small dog or rabbit. It
has a lot of muscles. It
also has stubby legs.

4

Its scruffy coat can be
creamy white.
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MCW = Most Common Word
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Or it can be tan with
stripes or dots. The hyrax
has stumpy toes and
4

long toenails. It also has

sticky feet. Its toenails
and sticky feet make it
easy to go up big rocks
and trees.

The hyrax is happy in

sunny places. It lives
in trees or rock caves.
5

It lives with up to fifty
other hyraxes. The hyrax
is active in the day. It
spends a lot of time
soaking up the sun.
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (151 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 151 - total errors= ___ ÷ 151 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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This passage is mostly about
a. the life of the hyrax.
b. the food that hyraxes eat.
c. animals that live in Africa.
What is something that hyraxes do NOT eat?
a. fruits and seeds
b. pythons and eagles
c. cabbage and lettuce
Which of these animals is being a pest?
a. a sleeping cat
b. a fly that won’t leave you alone
c. a dog drinking water out of his dish
Why do you think hyraxes spend so much time
in the sun?
a. They are bored.
b. They like to be warm.
c. They like to wear sunglasses.
Where do hyraxes live?
a. in England
b. the North Pole
c. in Africa or at a zoo
Total
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Lesson 68: Double Consonants
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A long time ago in Africa,
3

there was a little girl

Penny.

named

Penny

would not eat cabbage
or lettuce.

Penny’s

mother

was

not happy about this.

Cabbage
5

were

and

very

lettuce
common

things to eat in Africa.
Each time cabbage or

lettuce would appear on
her plate, Penny would
refuse to eat it.
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mother

being stubborn.

One sunny day, Penny
was

in

swinging

her

hammock. A fluffy bunny
came hopping by. The

bunny was holding a
shabby leaf of lettuce.
7

“Bunny,

that

lettuce

looks

leaf

of

shabby.

Would you like a nice,
clean leaf of lettuce?”

Penny asked.
“That sounds yummy,”
replied the bunny.
“Meet me back here after
lunch,” said Penny.
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At lunch, Penny hid the

cabbage and lettuce that
was on her plate in a bag.
8

Penny’s mom looked at
the empty plate. She said,
“I am happy that you did
not waste the cabbage
and lettuce.”
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (156 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 156 - total errors= ___ ÷ 156 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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4
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This story is about a little girl who
a. lives in Sweden.
b. turns into a rabbit.
c. does not trust strangers.
What color was the ribbon around Anna’s
neck?
a. green
b. purple
c. yellow
Choose the item that is shabby.
a. a glittery star
b. a brand, new bike
c. a shirt with holes in it
Could this story be true?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Maybe
Which thing is the most common?
a. talking rabbits
b. children turning into animals
c. children who don’t like to eat their
vegetables
Total
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Lesson 69: -LE at the End of a Word
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Many fables are told
in Africa. A fable is a

simple tale that teaches
a lesson. Fables often
3

have animals that are

able to speak and think
like people. Here is a

fable that takes place in
Africa. The animal in this

fable is a dog.

Jomo had a dog. The
5

dog’s name was Uncle

Chuckle.

Jomo

would

dress Uncle Chuckle in a
pair of pants.
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Then Jomo would giggle.

Uncle
5

Chuckle

would

wiggle and jiggle out
of the pants. So, Jomo
put a buckle on Uncle

Chuckle’s pants.

Uncle Chuckle tried to
wiggle and jiggle. But he
was not able to get the
little pants off. Jomo
7

and his friends would

giggle at Uncle Chuckle.
Jomo’s dad told him to
stop dressing the little
dog in pants. But Jomo
and his friends still liked
to hassle Uncle Chuckle.
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One night Jomo had a
8

dream. In the dream,

Uncle

Chuckle

put

a

muzzle on him. Jomo did
not like the muzzle.
Totals
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Words

End Time: ___:__
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The lesson of this fable is
a. dogs can talk in your dreams.
b. you should listen to your parents.
c. treat others how you would like to be
treated if you were them.
A fable is
a. a movie.
b. a story with many chapters.
c. a simple tale that teaches a lesson.
Which person is being hassled?
a. a boy who is hitting a home run
b. a mom who is getting a present
c. a girl whose brother is pulling her hair
Why would parents want to tell fables to their
children?
a. to put them to sleep
b. to help them remember important lessons
c. because it gives them something to do
when they are bored
Who is Uncle Chuckle??
a. A clown
b. Jomo’s dog
c. Jomo’s Uncle
Total
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Reading Record: The Mummy’s Crypt

Lesson 71: Adding Suffixes to Words Ending in Y
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Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 128
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E
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was

playing in the sand. She
was

hunting

for

old

objects to collect.

Layla’s mom told her not
to be straying from home.
It could not be denied
that she had strayed
4

many times before.
Layla went skipping along
in the sand. She tripped
over a strange-looking
slab. She brushed away
the sand.
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Then she lifted the slab.
4

She saw steps leading
into a tunnel. She emptied
the pockets of her robe
to find a candle.

Layla went through the
tunnel. She was carrying
the candle. It supplied
her with light. Layla tried
5

her best to be brave.
It was not long before
she came to an open
space. There she saw a
big, long box. The box
was buried with dust and

dried cobwebs.
Totals
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (128 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 128 - total errors= ___ ÷ 128 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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Questions/Answers
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This story is about
a. a bad dream.
b. Layla and her mom.
c. how mummies are buried.
What was in the mummy’s hands?
a. nothing
b. two gold canes
c. Layla’s sandal and a gem from his crypt
Layla had strayed from home many times. What
does strayed mean?
a. that she stayed near her house
b. that she wandered away from her house
c. that she only went to the house next door
Why was Layla happy that it was a dream?
a. because she was tired from running
b. because she was afraid of the mummy
c. because she didn’t want to get in trouble
for straying away from home
True or false: Layla was afraid as she walked
through the tunnel.
a. True
b. False
Total
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Lesson 73: Decoding Two-Syllable Words
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Kenya is a country in
East

Africa. In some

parts of Kenya, it is hot
and dry. In the highland,
3

it is cold and humid. By
the coast, it is hot and

muggy. It is a land with
many tall peaks. It also
has many valleys and
some beaches. It often
rains in April and May.

You can find many wild
4

animals in Kenya. You
can see a hippo or a
rhino relax in the water.
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Or you could see an eland
grazing with a zebra.
Other animals you could
4

see in Kenya include the

cheetah, wild dog, and
hyrax. You could also
see the monkey, python,

eagle, or ibis. Kenya is
full of wildlife!

Many people who live in

Kenya belong to tribes.
There are more than
5

40 tribes. Most people
in Kenya speak English.
Some
Swahili

people

speak

(swah-hee-lee).

The word jambo means
“hello.”
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This passage is about
a. sports in Kenya.
b. the country of Kenya.
c. an animal named Kenya.
The word “jambo” means
a. “hello.”
b. “goodbye.”
c. “I’m hungry.”
Which is something that a zookeeper would
need to be aware of to do their job?
a. when the mall opens
b. how to sew a button on a shirt
c. what time the animals should eat
What could you guess about people who run
with bare feet?
a. Their feet stay very clean.
b. Their feet are probably really tough.
c. They always forget to put their shoes on
before they go running.
Which is an animal that you would probably
NOT see in Kenya?
a. a lion
b. a cheetah
c. a polar bear
Total
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Lesson 74: Spelling with -C
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E
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biggest

city in Nigeria. It is on
the coast of the Atlantic
Ocean in Africa. It is
home to more than 15
3

million people. That is
a lot of people! Some
people say that Lagos
will soon be the thirdlargest city in the world.
With so many people, life
in Lagos can be hectic.
But it can also be fun.

5

Traffic in Lagos is very
hectic.
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It can take three hours
to drive 12 miles. In
other cities, it takes only
fifteen minutes to drive
5

the same distance. That
is a lot of traffic! Traffic
jams are very common
in Lagos. A traffic jam in
this city could make you
feel very frantic if you
are in a rush.

Children in Lagos can
attend school. They have
7

an ethic of respect. They
admire

their

teachers.

They also admire people
who are older than they
are.
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What specific part of Africa is this passage
about?
a. a city
b. a beach
c. a country
How many people live in Lagos?
a. 3 million
b. 15 million
c. 100 million
Which place is hectic?
a. a library
b. an empty bedroom
c. a busy shopping center
If you have to be somewhere in Lagos at a
certain time,
a. it is best to leave very early.
b. you can always get there quickly.
c. make sure that you have a heavy coat.
Traffic in Lagos is very
a. fast.
b. hectic.
c. smooth.
Total
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his

mother and father in the
land of Smarth. Every
3

day, his mother went to
the castle to fix fine food
for the king’s family. His
father was a guard at the
castle.

Each day, Garth was
left alone to clean the
4

barnyard and to take
care of the animals. He
dreamed of working for
King Carl.
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of the king’s animals.

One night, before his
mother and father got
home, Garth lay on the
grass. He looked up at
the sky. He marveled at
a huge, shining star. He
5

decided to make a wish.
“Star light, star bright,
I want to make a wish
tonight,” sighed Garth. “I
come from a good family.
We work hard. I wish I
could work for King Carl.
I want to take care of his
animals.”
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End Time: ___:__
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This story is about a boy who wished to
a. be rich.
b. be a knight.
c. work for the king.
Garth’s father was
a. mean.
b. a king.
c. a guard.
After the flash of bright light, Garth received
some garments. Which one of the following
items is NOT a garment?
a. a dress
b. a computer
c. a pair of jeans
After reading the story, which of the following
would you guess is true about Garth?
a. He likes animals.
b. He watches a lot of TV.
c. He has many brothers and sisters.
How did Garth know his wish had been
granted?
a. The king called him on the phone.
b. His mother and father told him that his
wish had been granted.
c. He woke up and saw the clothes that he
would wear to work for the king.
Total
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Cora lived alone in a little
stone dwelling deep in
the middle of the Ordale
3

Forest. Each day she woke
up smiling. She loved the
sound of animals moving
about through the trees
and grass.

When she went into the

forest to collect twigs,
5

Cora talked to all of her
animal

friends.

Each

morning, Cora cleaned
her home and went for a
walk.
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Then, she would settle
down on her fluffy sofa
and read a good story.

One day as Cora sat
reading, she heard a
strange sound outside. It
was the very soft whine
of a horse.
“That could not be the
7

sound of a horse!” said

Cora to herself. “Horses
do not live in the Ordale

Forest.”
Cora looked out from her
home. Standing by the
archway was a beautiful
white horse.
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (134 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
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self corrections = 1:__
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This story is mainly about
a. the life of a unicorn.
b. the animals in Ordale Forest.
c. a girl who helps a magic unicorn.
How did Cora help Storm?
a. She gave him a saddle.
b. She took him back to his family.
c. She took the thorn out of his neck.
Cora lived in a little stone dwelling. Which
could be a dwelling for a bird?
a. a nest
b. a cave
c. a doghouse
After reading this story, what do you know
about Ordale Forest?
a. It is not a safe place to live.
b. There are many traffic lights.
c. It is a peaceful place with many
friendly animals.
What did Cora wish for?
a. a bigger house
b. someone to do her homework
c. that the unicorn would be her friend
forever
Total
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Reading Record: Thor, God of Thunder
Lesson 78: Murmur Diphthongs ER, UR, and IR
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Many years ago during
the dark ages, people
in

believed

goddesses.

gods

and

They

told

stories about them called
3

myths.

One

of

those

myths is about Thor. Thor
was the son of the Norse
gods Odin and Jord. Thor
was the god of thunder,
lightning, and storms.

4

Thor was very big and
strong.
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He could hold a thunder
bolt in one hand and a
big hammer in the other.
Thor was so strong he
could use his hammer
to topple peaks and hills.
His job was to protect
4

other gods and people
on Earth. He also helped

farmers with their crops.
If

someone

was

in

danger or being hurt, he
would hurl his thunder
bolt at the evil offender.
Thor never shirked his
duty to others.

Thor had lots of red hair.
7

He had a big, full beard.
He wore a helmet with
wings on each side.
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He also wore a fur cape
7

to protect his shoulders.
He had a big, gold magic
belt. The belt made him
twice as strong.
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WCPM: (171 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 171 - total errors= ___ ÷ 171 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

1

This passage is about
a. wild goats.
b. how the days of the week were named.
c. a Norse god who used thunder to protect
people from harm.

2

Which day of the week is named after Thor?
a. Sunday
b. Thursday
c. Hammerday

3

Which child is in the most danger?
a. a child who is playing with matches
b. a child who is wearing a seatbelt in a car
c. a child who is crossing the street with an
adult

Vocabulary

4

Thor’s magic belt made him twice as strong.
If he could throw one thunderbolt without the
belt, how many could he throw with the belt?
a. 2
b. 4
c. 10

Inferential

5

What did Thor look like?
a. He had red hair and a pointed hat.
b. He had red hair and wore a fur cape.
c. He had blond hair and wore a shiny cape.

Detail/Literal

Total

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Magic Swan

Lesson 80: Exceptions to Murmur Diphthongs
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 580L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 165

Page

Text

One

day

Kimberly

and

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Princess
Prince

Kenward decided to go
wandering in the forest
near their small town of
3

Tarkinshire. Their mother
and father, Queen Wanda
and King Walter, warned
them not to go too far
away since it was getting
dark. But they did not
listen.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
© 2014 by Reading Horizons

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

“Kimberly,” said Kenward,
“I

heard

there

are

charming animals in the
forest. I stuffed a waffle
4

into my pocket before
we

left.

Perhaps

we

can use it to lure them
out.”

Kimberly

smiled

and nodded her head.
They walked deeper and
deeper into the forest.

They saw a red deer
nibbling on tree bark.
7

They saw a purple bird

soaring high in the air.
They saw a wasp buzzing
toward its nest.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

E

SC

PTSW

Skill
Words

MCW

Challenge
Words

As they walked, Kenward
broke off bits of his waffle
and fed the animals. It
7

was starting to get dark
when they saw a unicorn.
It was near a pond.
They ran to the pond to
catch it. By the time they
arrived, it was gone!

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (165 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 165 - total errors= ___ ÷ 165 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This story is about a prince and princess who
a. got lost.
b. ran away from home.
c. couldn’t find their horse.
What did Kenward put in his pocket before they
left?
a. a waffle
b. a glass of milk
c. a piece of bread
Kenward had heard that there were charming
animals in the forest. A person who is
charming is
a. not real.
b. mean and rude.
c. friendly and likeable.
How are Kimberly and Kenward related?
a. They are cousins.
b. They are brother and sister.
c. They are husband and wife.
How did Kimberly and Kenward get home?
a. with the help of a magic swan
b. The king sent someone to find them.
c. They kept walking and found their way
home.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Games from the Middle Ages
Lesson 82: Decoding Multi-Syllabic Words

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 670L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 157
Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Have you ever played
the game called “Marco
3

Polo”? It is a game that
is played in a swimming
pool. You can play it with
three or more friends.

The person who is “it”
calls out “Marco!” while

closing his eyes. The
4

others in the pool yell
back “Polo!” Then the

person who is “it” has
to tag someone in the

swimming pool.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Since his eyes are closed,
4

he can rely only on what
he hears.

This fun game is named
5

after

an

important

explorer from the Middle
Ages. His name is Marco
Polo.
Marco was born in Italy.
He

traveled

to

many

places, including China,
6

with his father and uncle.
When there was a lot of
fog at sea, members of
their crew in the first
boat

would

call

out

“Marco!”

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E
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PTSW

MCW

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Then, they would wait
to hear “Polo!” from the
6

people in the next boat.
That way, they could

locate each other in the
thick fog.
Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (157 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 157 - total errors= ___ ÷ 157 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is about
a. fun games to play in the swimming pool.
b. two games that have ties to the Middle
Ages.
c. many games that were played during the
Middle Ages.
True or false: When playing Marco Polo, the
person who is “it” has to close his or her eyes.
a. True
b. False
Which item would need to be located before
you leave for school?
a. homework that is due
b. pajamas to wear to bed
c. shoes for a soccer game that is on
Saturday
After reading this passage, which one of these
statements do you think is true?
a. Marco Polo did not like water.
b. Children who lived in the Middle Ages did
not play games.
c. We can play games for a long time
without knowing where they came from.
True or false: Posies have a strong, pleasant
smell.
a. True
b. False
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Sir Walter
Lesson 83: More Digraphs

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 620L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 155

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Walter wants to be a

knight just like his father,
3

Sir Knox. Walter’s mother
is Lady Zelda. They live
in

an

English

manor

on a grassy knoll in

Knottington.
Walter is 12 years old. He
has only one more year
4

until he can work for
the Duke of Knottington.
The duke’s name is Lord

Wraith.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

When Walter turned six
years old, he began the
4

first phase of becoming
a knight. During this time,
his mother and father
taught him many things.

His mother taught him
to be polite to his elders.
She taught him to have
5

good table manners. His
mother also taught him
how to write the alphabet
and how to read. She
taught him to know right
from wrong.

6

His father taught him how
to clean the stable and to
care for animals.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E

SC
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PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

He taught Walter how to
6

hunt and fish. He also
taught Walter how to
clean and take care of
armor.

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (155 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 155 - total errors= ___ ÷ 155 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is about
a. how Walter will become a knight.
b. a famous knight named Sir Walter.
c. how Sir Walter battled an evil dragon.
Walter’s father
a. is the king.
b. is a knight.
c. died in a battle.
Walter will attend a ceremony to become a
knight. Which of the following is NOT a time to
have a ceremony?
a. when someone gets married
b. when someone graduates from school
c. when someone finishes his or her
homework
If a knight saw a big dragon that was about to
eat a child, he would probably
a. run away.
b. call the police.
c. fight to save the child
As part of Walter’s training, he learned to
a. use a light saber.
b. speak like a dragon.
c. clean and take care of armor.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: The Printing Press

Lesson 84: Digraphs with Plural Endings and Multi-Syllabic Words
with Digraphs
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 570L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 169

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

In today’s world, it is
common to see people
reading books. People
read books while tanning
on beaches. They read
on park benches. People
3

read

books

at

bus

stops. During the Middle
Ages, finding a book to
read was not as easy.
Most books back then
were written by hand.
They were written on

parchment. They were
very expensive.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

It took a long time to
3

produce a book written
by hand. That is why
there

were

very

few

books to read.

Only people who had a lot
of riches could afford to
4

purchase books — that is,
until Johann Gutenberg
invented something new.
His

invention

changed

the history of the world.

Johann

was

born

in

Germany in 1400. His
5

exact birthday is not
known. His father was a

goldsmith. His family had
plenty of riches.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

They purchased books
to use while teaching
Johann to read. One of
5

Johann’s

wishes

was

to invent a way to print
bunches of copies of the
same book. That way,
many people could read
them.

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (169 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 169 - total errors= ___ ÷ 169 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is about which invention?
a. the sword
b. the computer
c. the printing press
Johann Gutenberg was born in
a. a car.
b. America.
c. Germany.
What could inspire someone to play baseball?
a. listening to flute music
b. reading a book about cooking
c. watching a favorite baseball team win a
big game
True or false: Libraries nowadays have more
books than libraries in the Middle Ages had.
a. True
b. False
If you had one dollar, which of the following
would you most likely be able to afford?
a. a pencil
b. a brand-new car
c. a brand-new backpack
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Vocabulary

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: An Awesome Meal
Lesson 86: Special Vowel Sounds AU/AW

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 420L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 123

Page

Text

is

“What

E

that

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

awful

smell?” Austin asked with
a yawn. He sauntered
3

into

the

mother

kitchen.
was

His

standing

at the stove. She was
looking at their morning
meal.

“I accidentally burned the
toast. I also dropped the
5

sausage. Then, I scorched
the

applesauce!”

she

cried. “Maybe we should
hire someone to fix our
meals.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

I am not very good at
this. I am better at doing
the laundry.”

Austin and his mother sat
down at the table. They
wrote an advertisement
for some help. This is
what it said:
7

Wanted: Someone to fix

awesome meals! We will
provide the food if you
will fix the meals. It must
taste good. Please apply
at the stone cottage on
Maple Street. Ask for

Austin.
Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (123 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 123 - total errors= ___ ÷ 123 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers

1

2

3

4

5

What was the main problem in this story?
a. Austin and his mother needed a cook.
b. Paul was a better cook than Austin’s
mom.
c. Austin and his mom did not have a pan
with which to cook.
What did Paul want if he agreed to cook for
Austin and his mother?
a. He didn’t want anything.
b. He wanted five dollars a day.
c. He wanted to live in the barn.
Paul came to Austin and his mother to respond
to their advertisement. When you respond to
someone, you
a. ignore them.
b. call to say hello.
c. give them an answer or reply.
Did Austin like the food that Paul cooked?
a. Yes
b. No
After reading the story, what would you guess
was true about Paul and Audra?
a. They were not very rich.
b. They lived in a nice house.
c. They had plenty of food to eat.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: A Fun Day at the Tower
Lesson 87: Special Vowel Sounds OU/OW

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 650L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 155

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Dear Uncle Howard and
Aunt Margaret,

Wow! We are having the
best time in England.
Today we went with a
large group to see the
3

Tower of London. It is
made out of white stone.
It was built thousands
of years ago. Inside the

tower, we walked up a
very long staircase. We
saw a room where many
gems, swords, robes, and

crowns are kept.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

When we looked out the

window on top of the
tower, we were so high!
Owen felt like he could
touch the clouds.
5

Then we walked down
the steps with our guide.
He showed us a cold and
dark place below the

tower. It was used as a
jail for people who had
broken the law.

Then we got to watch
the live reenactment of
two
7

knights

jousting!

After the joust, we were

allowed to go on top of
another tower. We saw
a walkway with a round
fighting platform.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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PTSW
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Words
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Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (155 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 155 - total errors= ___ ÷ 155 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

In this letter, Owen and Emma write about
a. a holiday in England.
b. a circus that came to England.
c. their visit to a famous tower in England.
How long ago was the Tower of London built?
a. one year ago
b. twenty years ago
c. thousands of years ago
When you are drowsy, you feel like
a. going to sleep.
b. running a race.
c. doing homework.
Why do you think Owen and Emma were feeling
drowsy?
a. Because they just woke up
b. They were tired from their fun day.
c. They were listening to quiet music.
What did Owen and Emma see while they were
on top of the tower?
a. a joust
b. a plane flying by in the sky
c. a long row of knights wearing armor
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Detail/Literal

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: What Is a Legend?
Lesson 88: Special Vowel Sounds OI/OY

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 590L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 158

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

A legend is a story that has
been told for many years.
Legends

are

based

on

historical events, but they
may not contain many facts
3

or truths. Stories about King
Arthur are legends. They
are stories from the Middle
Ages. Nobody knows if King
Arthur was a real person or
not. Here is a story about
how the boy named Arthur
became king.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Words

Arthur’s father was King
Uther

Pendragon.

Many

people wanted to destroy
the royal family. When Arthur
was a baby, his father made
a choice. He would have his
son raised by a loyal knight.
5

The knight’s name was Sir
Ector.
Arthur was not spoiled. He
had a joyful childhood. The
people did not know that
the king had a son. They
thought there was no one
to appoint as king when
King Uther died.

Merlin the wizard had a
6

plan. It was a ploy to show
the people that Arthur was
worthy to be royalty.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (158 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 158 - total errors= ___ ÷ 158 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

Which does NOT fit the definition of a legend?
a. a story that is 100% true
b. a story that may or may not be true
c. a story has been told for years and years
The author included an example of a legend
in this passage. What was the name of the
legend?
a. “It’s a Small World”
b. “Arthur Becomes King”
c. “The Sword in the Stone”
Arthur was NOT spoiled as a child. This means
that he probably
a. got whatever he wanted.
b. had mold growing on him.
c. had chores, just like everyone else.
Why might people not know whether or not
King Arthur was real?
a. H
 is name was not listed in the medieval
phone book.
b. The stories happened too long ago to
find any proof.
c. His children said that he did not exist.
Legends about King Arthur came from
a. the future.
b. a talking bird.
c. the Middle Ages.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary
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___/5
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SC = Self Correct
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Reading Record: The Raccoon in Mushroom Forest
Lesson 89: Special Vowel Sounds OO and OO

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 430L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 151
Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Bruce and Gilda lived in a
small cottage. It was just
outside

of

Mushroom

Forest. Bruce was a poor
3

woodcutter.

He

made

his living chopping down
trees from the forest.
He cut wood from trees
into small logs. People
used the logs in their
fireplaces.

Each day Bruce and
4

Gilda woke up to the
sound of their rooster
crowing.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Challenge
Words

Gilda would cook Bruce’s
morning meal. Then she
packed his lunch. Bruce
would leave for work
in his old, wooden cart.
Then Gilda cleaned each

room in the cottage. She
was always in a good
4

mood. Each day Gilda
made a pot of mushroom
chowder

for

dinner.

“How I wish we could
eat something besides

mushroom chowder,” she
would sigh. “Bruce works
so hard. I wish I could

cook him a better meal.”
One day Gilda said, “I
will surprise Bruce.
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SC = Self Correct
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PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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I will look in the forest
4

for something else to
eat.”

Totals
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Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (151 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 151 - total errors= ___ ÷ 151 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This story is about a woman who goes into the
forest to
a. chase a butterfly.
b. get some fresh air.
c. look for something different to eat.
Gilda’s husband is
a. tall.
b. dead.
c. a woodcutter.
When is a bad time to snooze?
a. when you are riding a bike
b. when it is time to take a nap
c. when you are lying on a comfortable
couch
Why did Gilda creep up to the trapped
raccoon?
a. There was a lion nearby.
b. She wanted to surprise the raccoon.
c. She did not want the raccoon to get
scared.
Gilda is
a. lazy, but nice.
b. mean and selfish.
c. kind, cheerful, and caring.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary

Inferential

Inferential

___/5

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Drake and the Earthquake
Lesson 90: Spelling with -KE, -CK, -K, and -C

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 520L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 158
Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Drake was a farmer who
lived alone in the county
3

of Warwick. His simple

rock and thatch house
was close to the Warwick
castle.

Each

morning,

Drake

went to the barn to milk
his cows. He used the
4

milk to make different
kinds of cheese. He sold
them at the market.
Each Friday, he loaded
his wood cart.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

He loaded jugs of milk. He
loaded boxes of cheese.
4

He loaded glass jars of

thick cream. Then he
walked to the market to
sell the things in his cart.

Drake liked going to the
market so he could see
5

the princess. She came
down from the castle
each week to go to the
market.

Drake liked to sit on a
stool next to his table at
6

the market and play his
flute. The music would
bring people to his table.
The princess even came
to his table.
E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E
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PTSW

MCW
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Words

She would often talk with
him about music and his
tasty cheeses.

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (158 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 158 - total errors= ___ ÷ 158 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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SC = Self Correct
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PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

What is the problem in this story?
a. An earthquake ruined Drake’s home.
b. A princess was trapped after an
earthquake.
c. Drake’s house was too far away from
the market.
What did Drake sell at the market?
a. cheese, milk, and cream
b. jewelry, flutes, and cheese
c. blankets, rugs, and dresses
What is something that could be scattered?
a. the sky
b. a mountain
c. a stack of blocks
True or false: The princess did not like Drake.
a. True
b. False
Which of the following is most likely true
about Drake?
a. He is selfish.
b. He is unhappy.
c. He would help anyone in need.
Total

Answered
Correctly
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Reading Record: Gavin and the Dragon
Lesson 91: Decoding Exceptions

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 450L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 127

Page

Text

One

morning,

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Gavin

walked along the bank of
the river. He was looking
for some wild spinach
3

and radishes. His mother
sent him to look for the

vegetables so she could
make a salad. Suddenly,
he heard a loud roar! The
terrible roar sent a shiver
down his back.

“What was that?!” cried
4

Gavin. He ran and hid
behind a tree.

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Challenge
Words

He stood there, quietly
looking around. Farther
down the river, he saw
4

a big, blue dragon. It
was lying on the ground,
groaning

and

roaring.

The dragon was holding
his face in his claws.

Gavin was a very kind,
young lad. So, seeing the
6

dragon in pain made him
feel sorry for the huge
creature. He gathered his
wits and carefully walked
closer to the dragon.

Totals

Challenge
Words

E = Error
SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (127 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 127 - total errors= ___ ÷ 127 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__

Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This story is about
a. a boy who helps a dragon.
b. a boy who fights a dragon.
c. a boy who learns to fly a dragon.
If Gavin would help the dragon, the dragon
promised
a. not to eat Gavin.
b. to teach Gavin how to fly.
c. to give Gavin a lot of gold.
In the story, the dragon opened its massive mouth.
Which of the following things is the most massive?
a. a pebble
b. a boulder
c. a mountain
What is the best possible reason that the dragon
had a piece of metal stuck in his teeth?
a. His teeth are made of metal.
b. He decided to eat his treasure.
c. He ate a knight in shining armor.
How did Gavin solve the dragon’s problem?
a. He told the dragon he would be his friend.
b. He used a magnet to get the metal unstuck
from between the dragon’s teeth.
c. He used dental floss to get the metal unstuck
from between the dragon’s teeth.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary
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___/5
E = Error
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MCW = Most Common Word
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Reading Record: Inventions From the Middle Ages
Lesson 93: Other Suffixes: -TION, -SION, and -OUS

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 670L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 128

Page

Text

The

period

E

of

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

time

from 900 A.D. to 1200
A.D. is known as the
Middle

Ages.

It

was

a tremendous time in
3

history. This time period
saw a continuous flow of
new ideas. It also saw
the production of many

famous inventions. Some
of those inventions had
their introduction during
the Middle Ages.
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SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E
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PTSW

MCW
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Words

Of course, there have
been revisions, but many
of those inventions are
3

still in use today. Since
they are so numerous,
we will mention only a
few. Here is a description
of

four

Middle

Age

inventions.
a

Wheelbarrow:

construction of a large
or

wood
5

metal

cart

on wheels. It has long
handles.
were

Wheelbarrows

useful

completion

in
of

the
many

castles.
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MCW = Most Common Word
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E
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Words

They helped move stones
5

from one location to
another. A wheelbarrow
required little exertion.

Totals

Challenge
Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (128 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 128 - total errors= ___ ÷ 128 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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SC = Self Correct
CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

The main idea of this passage is that
inventions of the Middle Ages
a. are still used today.
b. are not in use today.
c. don’t exist anymore.
A wheelbarrow is
a. a
 small wood or metal cart with large
wheels.
b. a large wood or metal cart on wheels,
with long handles.
c. a large wood or metal cart that needs to
be plugged in to recharge.
Which of the following could be a new invention
today?
a. a television
b. a flying chair
c. a laptop computer
True or false: People in the Middle Ages used
electricity to make their inventions.
a. True
b. False
Another name for the hourglass was
a. a sand clock.
b. a wristwatch.
c. a grandfather clock.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary
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___/5
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Reading Record: Castles

Lesson 94: Letter Combinations That Split
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 590L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 141
Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Have you ever seen a

castle? Think of the one
that Cinderella lived in.
Well, I finally saw one!
Last year, I traveled with
3

my sister to Germany. We
saw many castles that
were built hundreds of
years ago. Castles were
huge homes for the king
and his family. They were
also the homes of lords
and noblemen.
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CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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E
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PTSW
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Challenge
Words

Every castle I saw was
built on the top of a tall
3

hill or peak. They were
built that way to prevent
attackers

from

taking

over the king’s land.

I

was

impressed

by

the big, stone wall that
surrounded each castle.
The wall protected the

castle. When I looked
4

over one stone wall, I
could see little villages
in the valley. Farmers and
common people lived in
the villages. Did you know
that most castles are

historic? Many famous
kings lived in castles.
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PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (141 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 141 - total errors= ___ ÷ 141 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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CSW = Current Skill Words
PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

This passage is mainly about
a. castles.
b. Germany.
c. a vacation.
Why did castles have drawbridges?
a. just for fun
b. so cars could get across the moat
c. to let people in or to keep them out
Which one of the following bodies of water is
the most shallow?
a. water in a bathtub
b. water in the ocean
c. water in a diving pool
True or false: Historic castles had light
switches.
a. True
b. False
Farmers and common people lived
a. in castles.
b. in villages.
c. on top of a big hill.
Total

Answered
Correctly
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Reading Record: Nieko, the Hunting Girl
Lesson 95: Other Sounds for EA and IE/EI

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 490L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 153

Page

Text

E

SC

CSW

PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

Nieko’s head popped out
from under her warm,

heavy, woolly blanket. The
smell of smoke filled the
air. It began to rise from
3

the fire pit in the cave.
She could hear a hissing
sound. Her mother had
placed eight pieces of
woolly mammoth bacon
on the cooking stone.
That was Nieko’s favorite
sound at breakfast.
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MCW = Most Common Word
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liked

E
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PTSW

MCW

Challenge
Words

the

breaking of dodo bird
eggs before they were

fried.
3

“Nieko,”

called

her

mother. “It is time to get
out of bed. Come help
me fix breakfast. Soon
you will go hunting with
father!”

Nieko shuffled out from
the cave. She went to
4

the nearby stream. She
splashed

some

cold

water on her face. She
patted it dry with a large
fern.
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Then, she watched a big
armadillo waddle up to
the stream to get a drink.
4

“I wish I had armor like
that to protect me when
I hunt with father,” she
thought.

Totals
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Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (153 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 153 - total errors= ___ ÷ 153 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

What was Nieko’s problem in the story?
a. She didn’t want to wake up.
b. She saw a tiger while they were hunting.
c. Her father didn’t want to take her hunting
with him.
What was Nieko’s mother making for
breakfast?
a. Raptor-O’s and toast
b. saur-sage and raptor eggs
c. woolly mammoth bacon and fried dodo
bird eggs
In the story, Nieko saves herself and her father
from death. She is a
a. hero.
b. doctor.
c. silly girl.
Why did Nieko shriek with delight as they
walked back to the cave?
a. S
 he was happy because they caught a
tiger.
b. She was excited that her dad was going
to make her a necklace.
c. She was glad that they were done hunting
so she could go play with her friends.
Why did Nieko and her father go hunting?
a. They were bored.
b. to have food to eat
c. They wanted to get away from the house.
Total

Answered
Correctly

Question Type

Main Idea/Event

Detail/Literal

Vocabulary
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___/5
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Reading Record: Dinosaurs
Lesson 96: Reversed Vowels

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 600L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 125
Page

Text

E
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MCW

Challenge
Words

Millions of years ago,
dinosaurs walked on the
Earth. They lived in many
3

different

places.

They

lived on open plains.
They lived in forests.
They lived in swamps and
lakes. They even lived in
the ocean.

Some scientists say that
4

dinosaurs were actually
reptiles. Others say they
are closely related to
birds.
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most

dinosaurs were usually
hatched from eggs. Some
dinosaurs

were

giant

sized. Some dinosaurs

4

were

medium

Other

dinosaurs

sized.
were

as small as chickens.
Dinosaurs were covered
with strong, scaly skin.

Visually,

their

skin

looked like armor. Some
dinosaurs even had hard
plates or spikes. Most
had small craniums. They
were not very brilliant.
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5
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lived

during three ages of time.
These time periods were
called Triassic, Jurassic,
and Cretaceous.

Totals
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Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (125 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 125 - total errors= ___ ÷ 125 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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MCW = Most Common Word
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

What is one thing that this passage tells you
about dinosaurs?
a. what they ate
b. when they lived
c. how each dinosaur got its name
When did dinosaurs live on the Earth?
a. last year
b. yesterday
c. millions of years ago
Which of the following groups of animals is
NOT extinct?
a. cats
b. dinosaurs
c. saber tooth tigers
Which of the following is NOT a likely cause
of dinosaur extinction?
a. They ran out of food to eat.
b. Too many people hunted them.
c. A meteor hit the Earth and killed all of
the dinosaurs.
Which is a good example of chaos?
a. a messy room
b. crayons that are neatly organized in a
box
c. a classroom of students who are
listening to their teacher
Total
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Correctly
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Vocabulary
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Reading Record: Henry’s Discovery
Lesson 97: Sounds of EU and EW

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 690L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 172
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Text

E
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Eugene woke up early
Tuesday
quickly

morning.

He

on

his

threw

clothes and then read
the
3

newspaper

chewing
cereal.

his
Each

while

breakfast
Tuesday

during the summer, he
and his nephew Henry
went on an adventure.
Today they were hiking
to Mossy Cave.

4

Last week he read about
a fossil discovery near
the cave.
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MCW = Most Common Word
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Then he called Henry and
4

asked him if he would like
to check it out. They both
agreed that it would be
cool to find a few fossils.

“Honk, honk!” sounded

Eugene’s green jeep as
it pulled into Henry’s
5

driveway.

Henry

flew

out of the door of the
house and jumped into
the passenger seat of

Eugene’s jeep.

6

“Henry,

my

favorite

nephew!” said Eugene as
he gave him a high five.
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“I already knew that,
since I am your only

nephew,” laughed Henry.
“You two be careful!”
shouted
6

from

Henry’s

the

door.

mom
“And

don’t be gone too long.
Henry has a curfew.”
“Don’t worry, sis,” replied

Eugene as he drove away.
“We will be back before
dinner.”
Totals
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Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (172 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 172 - total errors= ___ ÷ 172 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

What could be another title for this story?
a. The Green Jeep
b. Adventure Tuesday
c. All About Earthquakes
What caused Eugene and Henry to run out of
the cave?
a. an earthquake
b. They saw a huge bat.
c. They were late for dinner.
Which person is an uncle?
a. your uncle’s son
b. your father’s mother
c. your mother’s brother
True or false: Henry was NOT surprised to find
a fossil.
a. True
b. False
What is one reason that Henry knew he was
Eugene’s favorite nephew?
a. Henry’s sister is annoying.
b. Eugene does not have any other nephews.
c. Henry paid Eugene to say he is his
favorite.
Total
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Reading Record: What Are Petroglyphs?
Lesson 99: Practicing Multi-Syllabic Words

Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 660L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 139
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Text

E
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Many thousands of years
ago,

people

recorded

their history in stone.
They did not use the
3

alphabet.

They

carved

pictures in caves and
caverns.

They

carved

pictures

on

canyon

walls. They even carved
pictures

into

huge

boulders.

Some say the pictures
4

are

a

description

of

things people saw in
their daily lives.
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PTSW = Previously Taught Skill Words
MCW = Most Common Word
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They could be clues about
how they traveled. They
4

could be telling us where
they hunted. They could
even be a description of
their religious rituals.

Pictures
stone

carved
are

into
called

petroglyphs. The word
petroglyph comes from
5

two Greek words. Petro
means

“rock.”

Glyph

means “symbol.” Other
terms

for

petroglyphs

are “rock art” and “rock
writing.”

6

Petroglyphs are located
all over the world.
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They can be found in
North America, Europe,
6

and Australia. They can
also be found in places
like the Middle East and

Africa.
Totals
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Words

End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (139 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 139 - total errors= ___ ÷ 139 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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Comprehension Questions
Questions/Answers
1

2

3

4

5

What is a petroglyph?
a. a pet rock
b. symbols carved into rock thousands of
years ago
c. rocks that are arranged into the shape of
a human
Which of the following is NOT another name for
a petroglyph?
a. rock art
b. pet rock
c. rock writing
Which item would a mother want to preserve?
a. her child’s smelly socks
b. the crust of a peanut butter sandwich
c. pictures of her children when they were
little
True or false: It would be okay to steal a
petroglyph to hang on a wall in your house?
a. True
b. False
Where is a place that you would NOT see a
petroglyph?
a. in the sand
b. on a canyon wall
c. on the wall of a cave
Total
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Reading Record: Fossils

Lesson 100: Spelling with -SS, -SE, and -CE
Name:

Date:

Lexile©: 680L
Start Time: ___:___
Running Words: 166
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Text

E
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Words

A fossil is evidence that
different kinds of animal
and plant life existed on
3

Earth. Fossils are remains
such as leaves, bones, or

grass. They can even be
pieces of hair that have
been preserved in rock.

Something produced by
4

an animal that hardens
into stone is called a

trace fossil. A footprint in
stone is a trace fossil.
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Most fossils found today
4

are extinct plants and
animals. They lived in

wilderness areas a long
time ago.

The

purpose

of

this

passage is to teach you
how to make your own

fossil. My advice is to
choose the right place to
5

make your fossil before
you begin. There is a
good chance that you
will make a mess in the

process. Make sure you
are working on a surface
that

can

be

easily

cleaned.
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Once you have found the
right work space, just
follow these directions:
6

How to Make Your Own

Fossil
You will need: A mixing
bowl, measuring cups,
a big spoon, and wax
paper.
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End Time: ___:__
WCPM: (166 - total errors) x 60 = ____ ÷ reading time in seconds = _____ wcpm
Accuracy Rate: 166 - total errors= ___ ÷ 166 = ____ x 100 = _____ % of accuracy
Self Correction Rate: (total errors + number of self corrections) ÷ number of 			
self corrections = 1:__
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This passage teaches how to
a. find the best fossils.
b. make your own fossil.
c. make money selling fossils.
A fossil is evidence of
a. cavemen and their lifestyles.
b. the kinds of food dinosaurs ate and
when.
c. different kinds of plant and animal life
that lived long ago.
Which of the following is NOT an imprint?
a. tire tracks in the mud
b. a balloon that is being blown up
c. a design stamped into a leather belt
True or false: It would be easy to make an
imprint of a real school bus.
a. True
b. False
Which of the following would be evidence that
your brother ate your chocolate cake?
a. a picture of the cake
b. chocolate all over the dog’s face
c. chocolate all over his mouth and hands
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